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School choice markets

Students’ submitted preferences + Priorities + Capacities

+

Mechanism

⇒

Allocation of students to schools
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School choice markets

Strategy-proof mechanisms

Students’ submitted preferences (“Real”) + Priorities + Capacities

+

Mechanism

⇒

Allocation of students to schools
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School choice markets

Non strategy-proof mechanisms (Boston Mechanism)

Students’ submitted preferences (?) + Priorities + Capacities

+

Mechanism (Boston)

⇒

Allocation of students to schools
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What do we know about manipulations?

Empirical and experimental evidence show that

a widely used type of manipulations: “district school bias”

Students declare those schools where they have high priority into a higher
position in their preferences than that in the true preference

Move-up“Safe” schools (student’s district school)
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Research Questions

Boston mechanism and students submit preferences driven by priorities

Characterize the final allocation of students

Implications when the mechanism is replaced with DA or TTC
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Results - Overview

Assumption: Each student has only one safe school: North Carolina,
Denver, secondary schools Scotland (discussion)

1. The outcome of Boston is stable under the true preferences. Moreover:

Preferences driven by priorities ⇔ Outcome is the optimal stable matching
for schools
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Results - Overview II

Abdulkadiroglu, Pathak, Roth, and Sonmez (2006). Compare Boston, DA,
TTC, considering the reported preferences under the Boston mechanism
during the period 2001-02. No significant differences

2. Persistent behavior (manipulations) ⇒ Changing the mechanism
will not lead to modifications in the allocation (very short run)
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Empirical Evidence

Pathak and Sönmez (2008) Parents groups in Boston, declare as 1st
or 2nd option a non-popular

Calsamiglia and Güell (2014) Barcelona school choice: families
declare as their most preferred schools those where they have the
highest priority
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Experimental Evidence

Chen and Sönmez (2006): two-third of the subjects misrepresent their
preferences using “district school bias’

Pais and Pintér (2008): with incomplete information a substantial
proportion of the subjects misrepresent their preferences using “district
school bias”, both under DA and Boston

Zhu, Chen, Jiang, Kesten, and Robin (2013): large scale experiment (more
than one half)

Echenique, Wilson, and Yariv (2013): under DA participants “skip” down
their real preferences. When multiple stable matchings, 71% of the stable
outcomes are the receiver-optimal stable matchings
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Related Literature

The hypothesis that students submit preferences driven by priorities is a
behavioral assumption

But Calsamiglia and Miralles (2012) show that in presence of a bad school,
and under some conditions on the distribution of capacities for schools,

the unique Nash equilibrium is such that each student applies and is
assigned to her safe school
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The Model

A school choice problem: (I ,S ,P,�, q)

I (finite) set of students

S (finite) set of schools

Pi pref of student i over S ∪ {i}, P−i

P = (Pi )i∈I profile

�= (�s)s∈S schools’ priorities

q = (qs)s∈S vector of capacities. (
∑

s qs ≥ |I |)

Fixing I ,S , q, school choice problem (P,�)
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The Model II

Pi (s) ≡ position of school s in Pi

�s (i) ≡ position of student i in �s

If i , s are s.t. �s (i) ≤ qs , then s safe school for i

Assumption: for each student i , ∃! safe school

Submitted vs Real preferences Qi vs Pi .

A matching µ : I → S ∪ I such that, if µ(i) 6∈ S then µ(i) = i , and

|{j ∈ I , µ(j) = s}| ≤ qs for any s
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Stability

Matching µ is stable under preferences P, if:

1 µ(i)Ri i for any i ,

2 there is no pair (s, i) ∈ S × I such that sPiµ(i) and i �s j for some j
such that µ(j) = s, and

3 if a student i is such that sPiµ(i) for some s, then
|{j ∈ I , µ(j) = s}| = qs .
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Mechanisms

A mechanism is a function φ s.t. φ(Q,�) ∈M

φi (Q,�) the assignment of i under φ

φ is strategy-proof if for all i ∈ I , Pi Qi , and Q−i

φi (Pi ,Q−i ,�)Riφi (Qi ,Q−i ,�)
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Student-proposing DA (Gale and Shapley (1962))

Step 1: Each student proposes to her top-choice school. When s receives
more than qs proposals, it tentatively accepts proposers one at a time
following the priority order up to its quota. The other proposals are
rejected.

Step k: Any student who was rejected in the previous step makes a new
proposal to her most preferred school that has not yet rejected her.

Each school considers the students it has been holding and the new
proposers.

Then, it tentatively accepts proposers one at a time following the priority
order up to its quota. The other proposals are rejected.
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Student-proposing DA (Gale and Shapley (1962))

The algorithm finishes after a step where no rejections are made.

φDA(Q,�) is stable, and it is the student optimal stable matching.

φDA is strategy-proof

By reversing the roles we get the school- optimal stable matching.
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Boston

Acceptances at each step are definitive

φB is not strategy-proof, so students have incentives to manipulate the
mechanism

φB(Q,�) may not be stable
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TTC

Assign a counter for each school

Directed graph: nodes I ∪ S

Edges: Each student points to her favorite school. Each school points to
the student who has the highest priority.

There is at least one cycle in this graph

Every student in a cycle is assigned a seat at the school she points to and
is removed.

The counter of each school in a cycle is reduced by one and if it reduces to
zero, the school is also removed.

φTTC is strategy-proof
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Preferences driven by priorities

Definition

Consider (P,�) and Q. Q is driven by priorities if for all i , j ∈ I and
s ∈ S :

1 s Qi i for all schools s such that s is a safe school for i , and

2 whenever �s (i) ≤ qs < �s (j) and Qi (s) > Qj(s), then

∃s ′ ∈ S such that �s′ (j) ≤ qs′ and Qj(s ′) < Qj(s)
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Ergin and Sönmez (2006)

Example

Student {1, 2, 3}, schools {s1, s2, s3}. Priorities:
�s1 �s2 �s3

3 1 2
2 3 1
1 2 3



Examples:


Q1 Q2 Q3

s2
s3

s3




Q ′1 Q ′2 Q ′3
s2 s3




Q ′′1 Q ′′2 Q ′′3
s3 s3 s3

s1
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Remarks

1 No student has more than one safe school ⇒ School-Optimal Stable
matching does not depend on students preferences

2 A profile driven by priorities may not be a Nash equilibrium
(behavioral assumption)
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Results I

Proposition

Consider (P,�), and Q such that every student declares her safe school as
acceptable.

Q is driven by priorities⇐
⇒

φB(Q,�) is the school-optimal stable matching
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Sketch of the Proof

Lemma 1

If submitted preferences Q are driven by priorities, then φDA(Q,�) is the
school-optimal stable matching
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Sketch of the Proof

Lemma 1

If submitted preferences Q are driven by priorities, then φDA(Q,�) is the
school-optimal stable matching

Corollary 1

If submitted preferences Q are driven by priorities, there exists a unique
stable matching under Q

Corollary 2

If submitted preferences Q are driven by priorities, φDA(Q,�) is stable
under the true preferences
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Sketch of the Proof

Lemma 1

If submitted preferences Q are driven by priorities, then φDA(Q,�) is the
school-optimal stable matching

Lemma 2

If submitted preferences Q are driven by priorities, then
φDA(Q,�) = φB(Q,�). In particular, the Boston mechanism is stable
under Q
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Sketch of the Proof

Lemma 1

If submitted preferences Q are driven by priorities, then φDA(Q,�) is the
school-optimal stable matching

Lemma 2

If submitted preferences Q are driven by priorities, then
φDA(Q,�) = φB(Q,�).

Proposition 1 (⇒)

Direct consequence
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Sketch of the Proof

Lemma 1

If submitted preferences Q are driven by priorities, then φDA(Q,�) is the
school-optimal stable matching

Lemma 2

If submitted preferences Q are driven by priorities, then
φDA(Q,�) = φB(Q,�).

Proposition 1 (⇐)

Suppose φB(Q,�) is the School-OSM, and let i , j ∈ I and s ∈ S such that
�s (i) ≤ qs <�s (j), and Qi (s) > Qj(s).

Then, j is assigned to a school which she declares in a higher position than
s; but that school should be her safe school

Finally, there exists a school s ′ such that j ≤ qs′ and Qj(s ′) < Qj(s)
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Results II

Proposition

Consider a school choice problem (P,�), and a profile of submitted
preferences Q driven by priorities. Then:

1 The Boston mechanism is equivalent to any stable mechanism, that is:

φB(Q,�) = ψ(Q,�), for any stable mechanism ψ.

2 The Boston mechanism is equivalent to the TTC mechanism, that is:

φB(Q,�) = φTTC (Q,�)
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Many safe schools I

Definition

Consider a(P,�) and Q. We say that Q is strongly driven by priorities
if for all i , j ∈ I and s ∈ S ,

whenever i �s j then Qi (s) ≤ Qj(s),

or if Qi (s) > Qj(s), we have that iQi s.
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Many safe schools II

Lemma

Consider a (P,�), and Q strongly driven by priorities.

Then, the Boston and DA mechanisms coincide: φDA(Q,�) = φB(Q,�).

In particular, the Boston mechanism is stable under Q.
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Many safe schools II

Lemma

Consider a (P,�), and Q strongly driven by priorities.

Then, the Boston and DA mechanisms coincide: φDA(Q,�) = φB(Q,�).

In particular, the Boston mechanism is stable under Q.

Proposition

Consider (P,�), and Q strongly driven by priorities.

Then, φB(Q,�) is the school-optimal stable matching under Q.
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Concluding Remarks

Priorities may be crucial in some school choices markets, in particular, in
those markets where students have incentives to submit non-truthfully.

When students prioritize those schools where they have higher chances to
be admitted, the final outcome may be purely shaped by schools’ priorities
(Calsamiglia and Güell (2014) and Calsamiglia and Miralles (2012))

Learning, although it is an important issue in market design, has not been
emphasized in the research agenda of school choice. Future Research
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Thanks!
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